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MEMORANDUM 1719

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

ACTION

- April Z9, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR: GENERAL SCOWCROFT

JOHN A. FROEBE, JR_
FR OM:

SUBJECT: Proposed Amendment to Ambassador

Williams' Negotiating Instructions on
the _ riana s

Ambassador F. Haydn Williams, the President's personal representative

for Micronesian Status Negotiations, has asked authority to inform the

representatives of the I%4ariamas District that, as regards annual U. S.

fimancial assistance to the iXIIarianas, the U.S. Government will be

prepared to adjust annually the agreed on level of such assistance to
O

compensate for changes in the value of the U.S. dollar. The purpose ¢D

of this change is to make his negotiating instructiomsvis-a-vis the

Marianas (Tab B) consistent with those concerning the other five districts o_
of the T. T. P. 1. (Tab C). At. Tab A is a draft supplementary instruction

to this effect.
P_

Since this is a purely routine matter, I recommend that you sign the

attached memorandum for Secretary Kissinger.

Reco.'nxnenda tion: rv

•That you sign for Secretary Kissinger the draft supplementary negotiating
instruction to Ambassador Williams at Tab A.

Concur renc e y _,_

Mr. Sm

-- /3 C
• __

_7/t""GDS '_ _"



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR

Ambassador F. Haydn Williams

The President's Representative for

Micronesian Status Negotiations
Department of Interior

SUBJECT: Supplementary to the President's Basic

Negotiating Structure of May 9, 1973 on the

Future Status of the Marianas District
o
5_

In order to make the U.S. position toward the Marianas consistent
with that toward the other five districts of the T. T. P,I. in the following "<
respect, you are hereby authorized to inform the representative of the

Marianas District as follows: as regards annual U.S. financial assistance C_

to the Marianas District, the U.S. Government will adjust annually the
agreed-on level of such assistance to compensate for changes in the _"
value of the U.S. dollar. ;_

o

Henry A. Kissinger
J
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• /" " THE WHITE HOUSE "7"-719 ,--_i

WASHINGTON

May 9, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE CI-]AIRIVIAN, UNDER SECRETARIES
COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: Negotiating Instructions on the Future Status
of the Marianas District of TTPIi

The President has considered your memorandum of April 13 6"t (D

1973 to him forwarding the recommendations of the Under ._
,<

Secretaries Committee concerning our negotiations on the future o_
status of the Marianas District of the Trust Territory of the

Pacific Islands. He has approved the draft negotiating instruc-
tions which the USC recommended, with the exception of certain

changes made as regards the question of land requirements. The
negotiating instructions as approved by the President are attached o

c_

at Tab A.. .

Brent Scowcroft / " .
Brigadier General, USAF

Deputy Assistant to the President

for National Security Affairs

.q//,9/99 GDS Dec 31, 1981



Instructions for President's Personal Representative

0

1. General

You are authorized to undertake on behalf of the U.S. Government

negotiations with representatives of the Mariana Islands with the objective
of arriving as soon as possible at an agreement providing for the
Marianas' close and permanent association with the United States
satisfying the following U.S. objectives:

Primary Objectives

• • . .

-- To fashion on a priority basis a Close and permanent political
relationshipwith the Mariana Islands District which will extend

U.S. sovereignty to those islands and satisfy U.S. security require- f5

merits. The latter include: denial of the area for military use by

third parties; U.S. control over the foreign and defense affairs of o_the Mariana "-"--_-.

those islands.

-- To ensure establishment of a stable and friendly Marianas

political unit through reasonable satisfaction of the political and
economic aspirations of the people of the Marianas.

-- To satisfy U. S. obligations under the Trusteeship Agreement
through an act of self-determination leading to self-government
for the Marianas.

Secondary Objectives

-- To structure the status arrangements with the Marianas in such

"a manner as to have maximum favorable impact on the negotiations
with the remaining five districts of Micronesia.

--To keep United States' financial obligations to the Mariana

Islands within •reasonable bounds and relevant to the character of
our future relationship.

-- To keep U.S. political, economic, and administrative relat{on-



-- To establish a relationship with the Marianas which will (in

addition to meeting U.S. obligations under the Trusteeship

Agreement) obtain United Nations approval, or at least that of

a majority of the Security Council and of the Trusteeship Council.

Z. Stah_s. o

You should seek initially to reach agreement with the Marianas on

a commonwealth arrangement providing internal self-government under

a locally drafted constitution. This arrangement should provide for

U.S. sovereignty, full U.S. control of defense and foreign affairs, and
access to the Federal Court system.

Should the negotiation of'a commonwealth arrangement appear im-

practical because of a clear preference in the Marianas and on Guam

for a union of the two areas, or because of a strong preference in the
Marianas for unincorporated territorial status, you may negotiate either o

status.

You should resist pressure from the _v_arianas to nego_atc an_-

status other than a territorial, relationship. If pressed, you should note _

that your instructions are to negotiate a territorial status in response to _-

the Marianas' expressed wishes and that discussion of any looser form

of association would logically call into question the desirability of con- o_

ducting negotiations with the Marianas separate from the rest of Micro-
nesia. If, nonetheless, Marianas negotiators continue to resist

territorial status, yO u should seek further negotiating instructions•

3. Land

The U.S. military and non-military land requirements should be

satisfied by arrangements providing for purchase or long-term lease by

the U.S. Government to take effect as soon as possible. You should make "
a serious "effort to negotiate the land requirements defined under

Alternative 1 and its variations in order to satisfy our priority land
requirements on Tinian.

a. Alternative 1

Tinian. Purchase or lease the entire island (26, 200 acres) but

--offer _o lease back the southeast corner for population relocation (abou't
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7,000 acres). The U. S. Government would be willing to sign long-term

leases, but would insist on controlling the uses the land can be put to

and would not be obligated to lease back to anyone not currently a resi-
dent of Tinian.

Saipan

-- Conclude a Joint Use Agreement permitting U.S. military

landing on and access to facilities of the civil airport.

-- Purchase or lease 500 acres adjacent to Isley Field runway.

Part or all of the land could be leased back for agricultural purposes•

' -- Purchase or lease 320 acres at Tanapag Harbor•

Farallon de Medinilla Island• Purchase or lease the entire

island (229 acres). The acquisition of this island is to be included in all
of the following negotiating alternatives••

Variants _n *_^ ne g,,+4__ ,,ga!te rna_ve-

f_

(I) First Variant of Alternative 1 W

. Tinian. No change.
• o

Saipan -

-- Conclude a Joint Use Agreement permitting U.S. military
landing rights on and access to facilities of civil airport.

-- Purchase or lease 500 acres adjacent to Isley Field

runway. Land can be leased back for agricultural purposes.

-- Obtain access and use rights to Tanapag Harbor (320 acres).
As part of this proposal the Marianas representative would be asked to

agree that any subsequent development of Tanapag Harbor would meet
criteria set by Department of Defense to insure that Harbor could be used

by U.S. forces• The U.S. Government would be willing to furnish plan-
ning advice for any subsequent development• The U.S. Government will

negotiate and pay rental fees for any usage at the time of U.S. Government

use, . .

,.. . •
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(Z) Second Variant of Alternative 1

Tinian. No change.
• k

Saipan• *

-- Conclude a Joint Use Agreement permitting U. S. military

landing rights on and access to facilities of civil airport;

-- Obtain access and use rights to 500 acres immediately

adjacent to Isley Field runway to develop some type of military installa-
tion for servicing equipment, etc., whenever the need arises. Any

interim civil development would have to meet criteria established by the

Department of Defense. In turn, the U.S. Government would furnish plan-
ning advice arid reassure Marianas thai'in the event a military installation

was built on this land it would be a high employer• The U.S. Government

would negotiate and pay rental fees for any usage at the time of U. S.
Government use. _¢

-- Obtain access and use rig_nts to la_lap_g Earbul- (320

acres)• A.s part of this proposal the Marianas representative would be
• l:_

asked to agree that any subsequent development of Tanapag Harbor would
meet creteria set by the Department of Defense to insure the Harbor

could be used by U.S. forces• The U. S• Government would be willing to

furnish planning advice for any subsequent development. The U. S• Govern- _"

ment will negotiate and-pay rental fees for any Usage at the time of U. S.
Government use.

b. Alternative 2

Tinian. Purchase or lease the minimum essential U. S. land

requirement (18, 515 acres), and relocate the population to the southeast
corner of the island.

Saipan and Farrall0n de Medinilla Island• Same as under
Alternative 1.

c. Alternative 3. The same as Alternative Z, except that the

Saipan requirements Would be omitted. Whether this alternative would

be used as a fallback from Alternative 1 or 2 is left to your tactical i,
discretion. _

•. . . . • , .
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4. Financial Arrangements

You may propose sufficiently generous financial arrangements to

make territorial status attractive to the Marianas, though the arrange-

ments should encourage the Marianas' eventual economic self-sufficiency.

Guaranteed minimum levels of direct assistance, based upon mutually-
agreed program needs, c_ be in the range up to $12 million. In addition,

the U.S. expects to extend federal programs and services to the Marianas
as appropriate. You may commit the U.S. to short-term assistance to

cover any extraordinary transitional costs. You are authorized to

negotiate, in coordination with interested agencies, land purchases or
leases at reasonable rates, taking into account current land values in

the Marianas District. It is important to make clear to the Marianans

that all financial arrangements are subject to Congre s sional authorization
and appropriation.

5. Interim Arrangements o

Once an agreement on future status has been reached with the

_ari--_nas, the ic.._.'._ever._-_..ent":.illseek to imple._._ent. its rer..__s,par-
ticularly those relating to separate governance of the District, as soon O

as possible, consistent with the need for Congressional approval. In
Cu

your discussions with members of Congress you should outline the ad-
vantages of early implementation and explore Congressional receptivity o
to available alternative methods.

C

6. Congressional Consultation

You should keep the U.S. Congress informed of significant develop-
ments in the negotiations with the Marianas.

7. Responsibilitie s

Within the foregoing terms of reference, you are authorized to devise

and implement the negotiating strategy best designed to achieve U. S.

objectives in the negotiations and to determine the composition of the U.S.

Delegation and appropriate procedural arrangements, taking into account

the responsibilities and interests of the Departments of State, Defense,

Interior, and Justice. All U.S. Government agencies and departments

will provide you necessary assistance in seeing these negotiations
carried to fruition.



MEM O RAN D UM 2090

• THE WHITE tIOUSE _}]_ 1D/_ " ....

WASHINGTON " • •

ACTION

. May 3, 1973

w

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT

FROM: HENRY A. KISSINGER /_

SUBJECT: Neg ot iat/ng Instructions on the Future Statu
of the Marianas District of the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands (Micronesia

At Tab B is a memorandum to you from the Chairman of the Under

Secretaries Committee asking your approval on their proposed instructions

to your Personal Representative for Micronesian Status Negotiations,

Ambassador F. Haydn Williams, for negotiations on the future status of th_o_

Marianas District of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (TTPI). A_
you will recall, our negotiating with the Marianas separately from the

other five TTIOI districts resulted from the request of the Marianas, whohave _o,_gwanted a closer perrna_j_ " '" • • -., ,,.....,__- "" • reJ_..,o:,,_,_,uw_L,_as _,,=,,_,,_other O
districts.

..

The only controversial aspect of the USC recommendations is the question_
of our military land requirements in the Mariana Islands. The USC =

recommends that Ambassador Williams first try to secure our maximum _

land requirements: the2urchase or lease Of the entire island of Tinian,
relocating its 800 inhabitants to Saiuan, plus the acquisition of certain
facilities and areas on Saipan and of the small uninhabited island of

Farrallon de Medinilla (which is to be used as a bombing range). The US C
fallback on Tinian -- the potentially serious sticking point -- would be

firs.____tto modify or withdraw our requirements on Saipan, second to leave
Tinian's population on the island but still to acquire the entire island

(leasing back about 7,000 acres to the Tinianese), and las_.___tto acquire
only three-quarters of the island (which the USC memorandum calls the
"minimum and essential requirement").

We have serious doubts about taking all of Tinian, and a recent report
from the State Department Political Adviser in the TTPI, whose past assess

ments have proved largely accurate, confirms these doubts as to the advisa_

¢0_'-_ bility of even trying to secure the Marianas' agreement to vacate Tinian s'\ - !

_population to Saipan. The report arrived after the USC memorandum was

_ submitted. Our Political Adviser and othersbegan focusing on this aspect
of Tinianese attitudes only recently because Defcnse only about two n_onths

rxo r_ .... 2I ! CJL_]



ago shifted to the position that we definitely should press for exclusive

use of the whole of Tinian. Previously, Defense had held only that thiswould be desirable.

The report {Tab C) confirms that such a negotiating request would be a

complete surprise to the Marianas, would scotch Tinian's hopes to benefit

economically from the U. S: military presence, and by greatly stimulating
suspicions would set the Marianas negotiations back seriously from the
outset. Ambassador Williams' subsequent conversation with the Marianas

chief negotiator strongly supports this estimate. An informal survey of
the USC members, in light of the Political Adviser's report, shows that
State and Justice agree with that estimate, as do OMB and Ambassador

Williams. Defense and Interior dissent, with the latter considerably
weaker in its disagreement with the estimate than the former.

I believe we should not risk upsetting .the negotiations at the outset. This

would endanger our major immediate objective of concluding the negotia-
• ,ions expeditiously for the impact it would have on our stalled negotiations o
with the other five districts. This risk would seem to outweigh the poten- og
tial gain of avoiding the usual possible off-base relations problems the

7.000 additional acres of militarv maneuver area, and the added incre-
ment of negotiating leverage inherent in opening with a stiffer demand on
the Marianas.

f_

Therefore, I recommend that Ambassador Williams be__ by trying to
acquire (a) the whole of Tinian through purchase or lease, but offer to
lease back the southeast corner for the relocation of the island's popula
tion, (b) certain facilities and areas on Saipan, and _c_ the w _A1- -" -

Farrallon de Medinilla. His fallback would be to ac_-_ire onl_Uth:_ _ .Z..... ------'----- y ee -Iourtns

of Tlman -- rehnqulshlng our requirements on S_'fl_n if necessary to do so --
and to acquire the whole of Farrallon de Med_la.

The'other aspects Of the USC-recommended negotiating package -- withwhich I agree -- are:

-- Negotiating objectives. In the main, to seek a close, permanent

political relationshipwith the Marianas that will bring them under

U.S. sovereignty and will satisfy our security requirements; and to

conclude the negotiations expeditiously and in a manner that will have
the maximum beneficial effect on the temporarily stalled negbtiations

with the other five districts. /_.fT0,_



o

S

-- Political status. To offer the Marianas a commonwealth arrange-

ment, which they favor on the grounds that this will give them maximum

internal political "control and will confer greater prestige. However, if

the Marianas wanted to shift to any of the other three options -- inte-

gration with Guam, integration with Guam but with safeguards against

Guam's domination of the less developed Marianas, or unincorporated

territorial status -- Ambas sador Williams would be authorized to

negotiate these. If the Marianas wanted a looser form of association,

however, Ambassador Williams would be required to return for new
instructions.

-- Financial arrangements. Offer direct grants of up to $12 million for

the first five years (after which our normal budgetary procedures

• would apply), a range of Federal programs and services which we

would expect would be in excess of the approximately $2.5 million the
Marianas now receive in this form, short-term assistance to cover

transitional costs, and land acquisition and relocation costs. OMB o
recommends that direct grants be held to the minimum consistent _8*

with mutual agreement on program needs, and that any specific _
amount he approved by the Director of OMB. I believe that overlv

stringent financial restrictions would contradict the impression of O

generosity that we are trying to create: your approval of the over-al_
c,

level would cover OMB's second point.

-- Intei_im arrangements. Ambassador Williams would be authorized to_

negotiate with the Marianas on the implementation of the agreement

as soon as possible, and prior to the termination of the Trusteeship
as a whole if necessary and feasible.

-- Congressional consultations. Ambassador Williams would be instructec

to consult with Congress on the substance and implementation of this
agreement.

I recommend that you approve the USC recommendations on the foregoing
five points.

App__sapprov.e

At Tab A is a draft instruction from you to Ambassador Williams which

includes our recommended change on military land requirements. The

original draft instruction• prepared by the USC isat pages xxi-xxvi of Tab B,



"MEMORANDUM
, , _ 2090 -add

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

ACTION

"_ h_¥ 8, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR: GENERAL SCOWCROFT

FROM: $OHN A. FROEBE, JR. (_

! SUBJECT: Negotiating Instructions on the Future

Status of the Marianas District of the
TTPI

At Tab A is a draft memorandum from you to the Chairman of the

Under Secretaries Committee attaching the negotiating instructions
which the President has approved on the future status of the o

Marianas District of the TTPI.

, o_.
Recommendation:

That you sign the draft memorandum to the Chairman of the Under
Secretaries Committee at Tab A.,

O

• O"

4

.- ,h" . "%\

_2//3/q_ GDS Dec 31, 1981



THE WHITE: HOUSE
WASHINGTON

e

March 29, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR

Ambassador F. Haydn Williams

The President's Representative for

Micronesian Status Negotiations

Department of Interior
o

SUBJECT: Supplementary Instructions Concerning

Financial Arrangements with the Five
Districts of Micronesia

After reviewing the recommendations contained in your letter of

January 25, 1974 and the Under Secretaries Committee memorandum

of February 23.. 1974.. the President has decided on the fnllowing:

-- That the ceiling of $50 million in annual financial assistance
for the five districts of Micronesia authorized by the President's

instructions of November 14, 1973 should be raised to $60 million.

This ceiling will include grants, loans, federal programs and services,

and payments for military land, and will extend for up to 15 years.

This financial assistance will be continge.nt upon continued Micronesian

agreement to U.S. rights in foreign affairs and defense as presently [
specified in the Compact.

-- This financial assistance will be subject to reviews periodically

and at the end of the 15 year period, with the objective of negotiating

such adjustments as may be supportive of a continuing Free Association
relationship. A second major objective of these reviews should be to "

make a gradual reduction in U.S. financial assistance to Micronesia, in

order to help Micronesia reduce its financial dependence on the United

States. The reviews should also consider such adjustments as may be
required 1)y changes in the value of the U.S. dollar.

-- You may commit the U.S. Government to provide up to $25
million for one-time costs of moving the capital of Micronesia from

h. r

..-

L



Saipan to another district, subject to the approval of the U.S. Congress,
with anything abo_;e that figure being provided on a matching basis of
two U.S. dollars for every dollar provided by Micronesia and with an
absolute U.S. ceiling of $35 million.

-- You may commit the U.S. Government to provide a terminal

five-year Capital Improvements Program of no less than $15 million per

annum for the five districts of Micronesia, the program to be developed
by the Department of Interior, to begin in FY '75, and to be.subject to
the approval of the U.S. Congress.

o

•
Henry A. Kissinger J_"?'_ o

cc" The Secretary of the Treasury .-
The Secretary of Defense

The Secretary of the Interior
The Deputy Secretary of State _-

The Director, Office of Management

and Budget



MEMORANDUM 987

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

ACTION

o_o

. March 19, 1974

/

.... /

MEMORANDUM FOR: SECRETARY KISSINGER

/FROM: JOHNA. FROEBE,

SUBJECT: Micronesian Negotiations: Request for
Supplemental Instructions on Financial
Arrangement s

At Tab I is a draft memorandum from you to the President attaching a
report to him from his Personal Representative for Micronesian Status

Negotiations, Ambassador F. Haydn Williams• The report covers the
progress Williams made in his latest round of negotiations with Micro-

nesia representatives and asks for supplemental instructions on the
financial aspects of the new status arrangements. _*

t_

•Ambassador Williams reports substantial lorward movement in both sets of

negotiations -- those with the Marianas District (which desires a separate, _3
closer relationship with us than the other five districts of Micronesia do),
as well as those with the other five districts. He hopes to conclude the _-

negotiations with the Marianas this spring and those with the other five
districts possibly next fall. O

The principal problem, for which Ambas'sador Williams is seeking addition_
instructions, is that of financial arrangements wiLh the five districts. He

believes that the gap between our position and theirs has narrowed to the

point where we can settle on a figure that approximates our current level of

assistance to Micronesia -- about $55 million annually -- plus certain

supplemental assistance during the transition period. He therefore recom-
mends that the President authorize him to:

-- Negotiate up to a ceiling on assistance of $60 million a year for up

to 15 years• (His present instructions authorize him to go up to $50 million.)

-- Agree to reviews of the level of our assistance at 5-year intervals,
as well as to adjustments in the levels to compensate for changes in the valueof the dollar.

-- Commit us to provide up to $25 million for one-time costs _Ofmoving

the capital of Micronesia from Saipan (in the Marianas) ,ther district,



...... '
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with our assistance over that figure to be provided on a matching two-to-one

, basis, the'total U.S. assistance for this purpose not to exceed $35 million.-l-

-- Commit us to a terminal five-year Capital Improvements Program

for the five districts of no less than $15 million annually.: The program

would begin in FY75 and would be developed by the Department of interior.

The Under Secretaries Committee agrees with Ambassador Williams' recom-

mendations, but wants to stress that our annual assistance would not be termi-

nated at the end of 15 years but would be reviewed then -- as earlier at

periodic intervals -- as regards the levels and types of assistance (Tab D).

however, has raised'a number of objections (Tab E):

-- It would require that the five-year reviews of our financial assis-

tance phase the level of our assistance down by $5 million each time, and

t.hatthe reviews otherwise be limited to adjusting the level of assistance to O

compensate for any changes in the value of the dollar. This limitation would

be imposed in order to prevent the Micronesians from reopening the total

amoun_ of assistance, o_

C_

' -- It objects to the commitments at this point to specific figures on
assistance for relocating the capital and on the CIP, contending that these

need further study.
O

E

My view. I agree both with Ambassador Williams' recommendation and with _.

the USC comment on them. I believe that we now have a better prospect of
concluding these protracted negotiations at a reasonably early date, and that

this mode st inc rease in financial as sistance should enable Williams to move

toward that goal.

As to OMB's comments,

-- On the five-year reviews, ! believe that we should not lock ourselves

into a set figure for reducing the level of our assistance, but do agree that
the general principle of downward revision should be included in Ambassador

Williams' instructions. Secondly, I do not agree that the periodic reviews

should otherwise be limited solely to adjustments for changes in the value of
the dollar. More comprehensive reviews would seem advisable in order to

insure that our financial assistance is supportive of a continuing Free Associa-
tion relationship.

. %

-- On the specific figures for moving the capital and the CIP, the

question is only one of setting specific levels: Ambassador Williams' present

Nx,



instructions commit us to help relocate the capital, and Secretary Morton

in a January speech on Micronesia committed us to a major increase in this

program fbr the next five years. I d,o not agree with OMB that we have no
adequate basis for s'etting such minimum and maximum financial limits at

this point. Interior is satisfied that moving the capital will cost at least $40
million. The CIP minimum of $15 million annually would be lower than the

$25 million reached in FY71. The basic objective is to provide Micronesia
with a basic economic infrastructure that will allow us to reduce our economic

assistance considerably after this'five-year transition period. Most importantly
in terms of negotiating tactics, we need specific figures in order to be credible

in what we hope will be our coming final rounds of negotiations. We have no

objection to OMB's refining these figures in cooperation with interior, and
understand that this process is already underway in the case of the CIP.

I would also note that these figures for f.his transitional assistance, when
totaled with our basic annual assistance to the five districts, will leave us in

a defensible position vis-a-vis the financial assistance We are planning to give_

the Marianas and Guam. g
0

Attached to your draft memorandum to the President is a draft supplementar_
instruction in the President's name which approves Ambassador Williams'

recommendations and incorporates my recommendations on the points OMB
has raised. • f:L

Recommendation:

That you sign the draft memorandum to the President at Tab I. _

Concurrences: I_Mr. Kennedy|, °ql'-

Mr. Srnyser_,l_ 1 I_'_:'v_
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MEMORANDUM 987

TIlE WHITE HOUSE

wasa,-o'ro_ ACTION

'
' -S_. March Z5, 1974 /_ C\

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT "__

FROM:

SUBJECT: Microne sian Status Negotiations:

Request for Supplemental instructions

on Financial Arrangements

At Tab B is a report to yofl from your Personal Representative for

Micronesian Status Negotiations, Ambassador F. Haydn Williams.

The report covers the progress made in the latest round of negotiations

_i_1 Micronesian representatives, and asks for supplemental instruc-

tions on the financial aspects of the new status arrangements. Ambassador

Williams' initial report on this latest round, to which he refers in this o

letter of January 25, is at Tab C.

Ambassador Williams reports substantial forward movement in both o_

sets of negotiations -- those with the Marianas District (which desires C_

a separate, • closer relationship with us than the other five districts of
Micronesia do), as well as those with the other five districts. He hopes to c_

conclude the negotiations with the Marianas this spring and those with the _n

other five districts possibly sometime next fall. o

The principle problem, for which Williams is seeking additional instruc- _"

tions, is that of financial arrangements with the five districts. He believe_

the gap between our position and theirs has narrowed to the point where we

can settle on a figure that approximates our current level of assistance to

Micronesia -- about $55 million annually -- plus certain supplemental assis-

•tance during the transition period. He therefore recommends that you

authorize him to:
"4

-- Negotiate up to a ceiling on assistance of $60 million a year for

up to 15 years. (His present instructions authorize him to go up to $50

million. )

-- Agree to periodic reviews of the level of our assistance, as well

as to adjustments in the levels to compensate for inflation.

-- Commit us to provide up to $Z5 million for one-time costs of "_

moving the capital of Micronesia from Saipan (in the Marianas) to anS£hcr
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district, with our assistance over that figure to be provided on a matching

two-to-one basis, the total U.S. assistance for this purpose not to exceed

$35 million•

-- Commit us to a terminal five-year Capital Improvements Program

(CIP) for the five districts of no less than $15 million annually. The program

would begin in FY75 and %vould be developed by the Department of Interior.

The Under Secretaries Committee agrees with Ambassador Williams' recom-

mendations, but wants to stress that our annual assistance would not be

terminated at the end of 15 years but would be reviewed then -- as earlier at

five-year intervals -- as regards the levels and types of assistance (Tab D).

OMB, however, has raised a number of objections (Tab E):

-- It would require that the five-year reviews of our financial assis-

tance phase the level of our assistance down by $5 million each time, and

that the reviews otherwise be limited to adjusting the level of assistance to

compensate for any changes in the value of the dollar. This limitation would

be imposed in order to prevent the M_icronesians from reopening the total
amount of assistance _• O

-- It objects to the commitments at this point to specific figures on
• _._

as_-,,'e for relocating the capita] and on the CIP. contending that these
need further study. S

Mg view. I agree both with Williams' recommendations and with the USC

comment on them. I believe that we now have a better prospect of concluding_
these protracted negotiations at a reasonably early date and that this modestm' 0
increase in financial assistance should enable Ambassador Williams to move

toward that goal. •

As to OMBVs views, '

-- I agree that the general principle of a gradual reduction in U. S.
financial assistance to Micronesia should be included in Williams' instruc-

tions, but I do not agree that we should lock ourselves into a specific figure

or should confine our periodic reviews solely to the question of adjustments in

the level to compensate for changes in the dollar. More comprehensive reviews
would seem advisable, in order to insure that our financial assistance is

supportive ofacontinuing Free Association relationship.

-- I disagree with OMB when it contends that we cannot rationally set

specific minimum and-maximum figures for assistance in relocating the

capital and for the CIP. (The question is only one of specific figures, since

Oou previously approved assistance for relocating the capital, and since

4 _

cretary Morton last January publicly committed us to a major increa,@e',," in

e CIP for Micronesia for the next five years.) We do have rational bases

r setting specific minimum or maximum figures. Most importantly at
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hhis point, we need specific figures in order to be credible in what we hope

will be our coming final rounds of negotiations.

At Tab A i's a draft supplementary instruction in your name which approves

Williams' re commendation s.

Recommendation:

That you authorize me to sign the draft supplementary instruction to
Ambassador Williams at Tab A.

/

Appr Disapprove

.


